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ABSTRACT

There exist a variety ef theoretical concepts and numerical models

of thundercloud electrification, plus experimental data. Yet there is

no consistent theory of the cloud electrification phenomenon. This is

due in part to the physical complexity of the system. Even the most

sophisticated models to date have addressed only portions of the problem.

It is also relatively difficult to perform experiments and obtain not only

accurate but sufficient data.

A survey is presented here of presently-available theoretical models.

The models may be classified into three main groups: (a) "convection"

models, (b) "precipitation" models, and Ic) "general" models. The

strengths and weaknesses of the models, their dimensionalities and degrees

of sophistication, the nature of their inputs and outputs, and the various

specific charging mechanisms treated by them, are considered.

The models in the convection group (e.g. Ruhnke, Chiu & Klett) assume

air circulation patterns and liquid water content, and are concerned with

charge separation due to combined effects of convection and conductivity

gradients. They omit precipitation and microphysical interactions of ions

and cloud particles, and usually assume a steady state. The models of the

precipitation group (e.g. Kuettner et al, lllingworth & Latham, Tzur &

Levin) also assume circulation patterns, but (as opposed to convection

models) emphasize cloud particle and ion microphysics, and the development

of particle size and charge spectra. The mechanisms of charge generation

and separBtion considered are particle collisions and gravitational sepa-

ration (for ice, both noninductive and inductive types), and the Wilson

w_chanism for ion attachment. The general models {e.g. Chiu, Takahashi)

compute cloud dynamics and development of air circulation patterns and

water distributions, describing the life cycle of the cloud in time.

They include the microphysics of small ions, cloud particles and precipi-

tation, and general_y encompass the electrification mechanisms of both the

convectior and precipitation groups. The cloud dynamics, microphysics,

and electrical effects are all coupled. The advantage of the general
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models is in their more complete, consistent and detailed descriptions.

Their disadvantages include the requirements of more detailed inputs that

may be difficult to specify, and large computer expenditures.

In results obtained to date, the convection models predict no signifi-

cant electrification enhancement based on conductivity gradients and con-

vection alone, with the assumed air circulation patterns. However, the

detailed structures and dynamics of the downdrafts and of possibly extremely

thin charge layers at the cloud surfaces ("screeaing" layers) may be crucial

to the operation of convective charge separation (e.g. Vonnegut's concept),

but are not presently adequately treated by convection or general models.

Results of the precipitation models show that (a) the initial electrifi-

cation can occur rapidly and stably through noninductive collision mechanisms

involving ice, and (b) breakdown-strength electric fields can relatively

easily be achieved subsequently through the collisional-inductive

mechanism. A critical difficulty of the collision mechanisms is imprecise

knowledge of relaxation times versus contact times, which can easily lead

to overestimates of electrification. The general model results tend to

support those of the precipitation models in emphasizing the high potential

effectiveness of the collisional-inductive mechanism.

Among the existing model gaps are the following: None of the models

is capable of handling thin 3creening layers, mainly due to coarse-grid-

spacing limitations dictated by cemputer costs. (Details on scales under

I00 m may be important.) Also, while the microphysics (charge and size

spectra) are relatively sophisticated in I-D models, these are relatively

crudely treated in general models.

ii
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I. INTRODUCTION

There exist a variety of theoretical concepts and numerical models

of thundercloud electrification, plus experimental data. Yet there is no

consistent theory of the electrification phenomenon. This is due in part

to the physical complexity of the system. Even the most sophisticated

models to date have addressed only pieces of the problem. It is also

relatively difficult to perform experiments and obtain not only accurate

data but sufficient quantities of it.

A survey is made here of some of the presently available theoretical

models. It is hoped that this type of information will be useful in (a)

aiding the atmospheric-electricity-meteorology community in the selection

of appropriate models of thundercloud electrification from among those

available, and in building improved models, and (b) ultimately helping to

answer the important question of how modeling and experimentation can be

used for interpreting satellite or ground observations of atmospheric

electrical phenomena in terms of the likelihood of severe storms and

dangerous convection patterns.

A thundercloud electrification "model" as defined here is a (generally

numerical) representation in time and space of a system of interacting

components, consisting of combinations of the following (together with a

set of assumptions):

l) air circulation/convection patterns (assumed in advance or

calculated abinitio via dynamical equations).

2) cloud and precipitation particles or hydrometeors (size spectra

and microphysics connecting l and 2).

3) small ions.

4) electric fields.

5) electromicrophysical processes (connecting l, 2, 3 and 4).

6) cloud geometry and boundary conditions.

i
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In general the implementation of a model consists of two stages. In

the first stage the nonelectrical :tructure is established. This includes

the air circulation pattern and the hydrometeor concentrations and size

spectra. In the second stage the electrification (involving 3, 4 and 5

above) is added. With respect to the electromicrophysical processes, one

of the two principal steps in the electrification process is the charging

of the ice and water particles. The water (liquid or solid form) carries

most of the charge in the cloud. The small ions in their free state (un-

attached) carry relatively little of the charge; they become quickly attached

to the particles. The second principal step is the separation of this

charge into positive and negative charge centers (possibly multiple). There

have been proposed many possible electromicrophysical mechanisms for charging

the particles (e.g. Chalmers, 1967), and a few for separating these charges

(although charging and separation can also occur simultaneously). Not all

of the possible charging and separating mechanisms have been studied by

cloud modelers.

Of course, the cloud dynamics, microphysics and electrical effects

are all coupled. This coupling is neglected in a simple model, but is

taken into account in a sophisticated model.

The models may be generally classified into three main groups: (a) "con-

vection" models, (b) "precipitation" models, and (c) "general" models. We

will consider examples of each group, their strengths and weaknesses, their

dimensionalities and degrees of sophistication, the nature of their inputs

and outputs, the various charging mechanisms treated by them, and some key

results•

In Secs. 2, 3, and 4 we consider, respectively, convection models

(those of Ruhnke and Chiu & Klett), precipitation models (those of Kuettner

et al, lllingworth & Latham, and Tzur & Levin), and general models (those

of Pringle, Chiu, Helsdon, Libersky, and Takahashi). In Sec. 5 the Vonnegut

and Telford-Wagner concepts of charge separation by convection ar_ discussed.

Sec. 6 presents a summary of the mechanisms and models considered• Experi-

mental instrumentation releva._tto the modeling is outlined in Sec. 7, and

a number of final comments and suggestions comprise Sec. 8.
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2. CONVECTIONMODELS

A "convection" model typically uses as input the air circulation

pattern and the liquid water content, as functions of the spatial coordinates

(and possibly also of time). Also, a relationship between conductivity and

liquid water content may be specified, avoiding the complexity of describing

small-ion-and-cloud-particle microphysicai interactions. Precipitation is

also omitted. Two principal convection models considered here, namely,

Ruhnke (1970, 1972) and Chiu and Klett (1976), are axially symmetric, deal

with a simple cumulus convective cloud, and assume a steady state (based

on the generally short free-air relaxation time compared with cloud life-

times). The steady-state assumption precludes the simulation of the initial

development of convective electrification. This last assumption, however,

allows one to boil the number of equations down to two, namely, Poisson's

equationand the currentcontinuityequation,which may be solvedfor the

two unknownfunctions(of two spatialcoordinates),i.e.chargedensityand

electricpotential. This means that the boundaryconditionsmust include

specificationsof the fair-weatherchargedensityand electricpotential.

Withoutprecipitation,the electrification(in steadystatewith fixed cloud

boundary)dependsonly on the combinedeffectsof conductivitygradientand

convection.

One of the difficultiesassociatedwith the modelingof cloudelectri-

ficationis that closedanalyticaldescriptionsattemptingto treat such a

complicatedsystemrequirecrude approximationsand simplificationsin order

to make progress,with the resultthat althoughtheymay be usefulfor pro-

vidinginsightsand indicatinggeneraltrendsand features,they are not

likelyto be capableof predictingthe outcomeof any particularexperiment.

' For the latterpurpose,relativelysophisticatednumericaltechniquesappear

to be required. We begin herewith a relativelysimpleexampleof a numerical

model.

m_
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2A. Ruhnke's Model (1970, 1972)

The model is that of Ruhnke (1970, 1972), which relates convection and

cloud conductivity (the latter through water content) to charge distribu-

tions and electric-field distributions, in a non-precipitating cloud with-

ou_._t_tcharge-separating processes. The basic elements of Ruhnke's model are a

spherical cloud (region of reduced conductivity in accord with a prescribed

connection between water content and conductlvity), plus an assumedcircula-

tion pattern, in this case a simple vortex, all within a superimposed fair-

weather electric field. The two partial differential equations he solves in

r,z coordinates are Poisson's equation and the curren_ continuity equation,

whose solutions yield the charge density and electric field distributions.

In the absence of convection (as well as additional charge-_eparating

processes), a "positive" dipolar charge distribution appears, simply be-

cause of the gradients in conductivity within the fair-weather field. When

the convection is added, it is found that the updraft causes a distortion of

the dipole charge distribution, namely, unsymmetric decreases in the total

separate amounts of positive and negative charge, such that the positive

charge decreases more rapidly than the negative and the cloud has a net

negative charge. The predicted unsymmetric dipole with excess negative

charge appears to be consistent with some experiments in non-raining clouds.

The main point is that without additional charge-separating processes the
electric field inside or near the cloud is not enhanced with convection. The

model is extremely limited because of its assumptions, but it appears attrac-

tive from the point of view that it may be extendable to include charge separa-

tion and other processes.

The advantage of this type of model is that one can assign arbitrarily

spatial distributions of conductivities (equivalently, water content plus

a connecting relationship) and air circulation patterns. This property could

be useful if the required distributions were available from experimental

data. As outputs, the model in its present form yields space charge and

electricfield distributions.

Dr. Ruhnkeis presentlywith the U.S. Naval ResearchLaboratory,Washing-

ton, D.C.
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2B. Modelof Chiu and Klett (1976)

The Chiu-Klettmodel (developedby C-S. Chiu and J. D. Klett at New

MexicoTech, Socorro,NM) representsan extensionof the Ruhnkemodel in

severalrespects,as tabulatednext:

Assumption Ruhnke Chiu & Klett

cloud geometry spherical Gutm_FLmodel (Chiuand Klett,1976)

circulation simplevortex Gutmanmodel
gometry _c,oudin updraft) (updraftwithin,downdraftat edge)

currents conduction+ convection conduction+ convection+ diffusion

conductivity functionof liquid functionof liquidwater content
water content + electricfield

The resultsof Chiu and Klettare similarto those of Ruhnke'searlier

and simplermodel:no significantelectrificationoccursbasedon conductivity

gradientsand convectionalone,in steadystate.

It shouldbe noted that none of tne existingmodels to our knowledge

(includingRuhnkeand Chiu & Klett)is _apableof handlingthin charge-screen-

ing layersat the cloudedges (mainlybecauseof coarse-grldspacinglimita-

tions),so thatpossiblecontributionsof the effects/transportof such

layersto the convectiveelectrificationprocessare presentlyunkF,own.

Although the Gutmancloudmodel circulationand liquid-waterpatternsappear

somewhatpeculiarrelativeto commonexpectation(see Chiu and Klett,1976),

thismodal neverthelessis claimedto be in fairagreementwith some cumulus

observation(of some 15-20years ago). It is also more realisticthan

Ruhnke's,e.g., in generatingan envelopeof descendingair at the cloud

edge. The model (or one like it) is convenientto use, requiringas input

few parameters,suchas maximumupdraftvelocity,liquidwater content,and

cloud thickness. Obviously,more realisticcirculationand liquid-water

patternsare desirableas inputsto convectionmodels. However,sufficiently

detaileddata for this purposeis difficultto generateexperimentally.

Some data has recentlybecomeavailablefrommultipledopplerradarmeasure-

ments (Lt_,ermitteand Krehbiel,1979). However,we may also use theoretical

data generatedby sophisticatedcloud modelssuch as thatof Chiu (1978)

Takahashi(Igl9).
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3. PRECIPITATIONMODELS

A "precipitation" model is defined here as one that generates charges

prlncipally through collision and separation of hydrometeors. Relatively

advanced examples of such a model are those of lllingworth and Latham (1977),

Kuettner et al. {1978), and Tzur and Levin (1978, 1979). Simpler predecessors

are those of Scott and Levin (1975) and Sartor (1967). These models are

simpler than convection models in some ways, e.g. in assuming the circulation

patterns and in ignoring conductivity gradients and, until very recently,

small-ion effects as well (aJthough conductivity currents may be parameterized

in some precipitation models, e.g,, Scott and Levin). The advanced pre-

cipitation models are similar to the convection models in that they require

as inputsair circulationpatternsand liquidwater conte_t. The earlier

model of Scott and Levin has no spatialvariation,and only a singleliquid

water contentvalue.The Sartormodel is not a model in the senseof the

presentstudybut is rathera "concept"in that itdealswith the basic

mechanismalone. The advancedprecipitationmodelscan be more sophisticated

than the convectionmodels in their treatmentof particlemicrophysics. By

avoidingdetailedgeometry,cloud dynamics,and air circulationcalculations

theymay devotetheir resourcesto detailsof th_ time (and to a limited

extentalso the spatial)developmentof the particlesize spectra,through

collisionsas well as throughevaporation/condensation.The charges,

governedby both collisionaland small-ioneffects,are usuallyaveraged

over particle-sizeclasses,so that there is one value of meancharge per

size class.By furtherand drasticsimplificationof the geometryand air

circulationassumptions,however,particlechargespectradevelopmentcan

also be accommodated.Such simplificationsare employedby the earlier

precipitationmodels,for example,the infinite-parallel-plate-capacitor

(IPPC)geometrywhere whole-cloudaveragesare treatedwithoutconsidering

spatialvariations(e.g.,Scott and Levin,1975).

Someexamplesof advancedprecipitationmodels are given next.
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3A. Modelof Kuettner,Levin and SartorI1978)

The model of Kuettneret al (1978)assumesa simplevortexcirculation

in steadystate (withmaximumupdraftand verticalscale as parameters,

similarto Ruhnke'sexcepttheirmodel is two-dimensionalslab, i.e.,x-y

cartesian,geometry). Added to this is a linearverticalshear in the

horizontalwind speed,which is allowedby the slab (as opposedto axi._ym-

metric)geometry. The liquidwater is assumedto vary linearlywith altitude

but with no definedcloud boundary.The model, as is typicalof precipita-

tionmodels,is concernedprimarilywith frozenprecipitationpa,'ticles

or hydrometeors,especiallytheir size and chargedistributions.The

advancedmodel of Kuettneret al includesthe particletrajectoriesin x-y

space,and their growthalong these trajectories.The embryonicfrozen

hydrometeorsare introducedat certain altitudeswith fixed initialradius

(e.g.lO0 micron). They accretecloudwater or ice along their trajectories,

at a rate proportionalto theirgeometriccross-section,proportionalto the

relativevelocity,i.e.,thedifferencebetweentheirvelocityand that of

the air (allsmall particlesassumedto move with the air), and proportional

to the liquidwater content. The small ice particleor water dropletsize

is assumedirrelevantin this growth,but not in the chargegeneration.The

assumptionof geometricalcross-sectionfor collectiondoes not consider

fluid-dynamicor electricaleffects. For example,fluid-dynamicaleffects

alonewould significantlyreduce the accretionrate.

The electricalchargeseparationoccur_ by collisionsand subsequent

separationbetweenlarge (frozenprecipitation)particlesand small (cloud

ice or water) particles. Kuettneret al considertwo types of collisional

(i.e.,precipitation)chargingmechanism:

(a) A thermoelectriceffectfor ice/icecollisions,and a Workman-

Reynoldseffect for ice/watercollisions(betweengraupel

and supercooledwater droplets),with no externalfield re-

qui_edfor either, which theycall "noninductivecharging,"and

(b) Collisional-inductive(or "polarization-lnduction")requiringan

externalfield,which theycall "inductivecharging,"for which

the initialfield is the fair-weatherfield.
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The average charge transferred per collisicn in the noninductive

collisions is assumed to be 10-5 esu. The source of this value, which is

about 50 times smaller than that suggested by Reynolds et al. (1957), is

not given. Reynolds et _I. propose that graupel pellets, falllng through

a mixture of coexisting ice crystals and supercooled droplets, will become

warmer than the ice crystals and acquire negative charge as a result of

rubbing contacts with the ice crystals. This is sometimes called the

"Workman-Reynol ds" thermoel ectri c effect.

Although the circulation and liquid water patterns are fixed, the

precipitation charging is followed in time, as well the growth of hydro-

meteor sizes and charges. It is not clear from the paper, but one may

infer that there are two classes of particle sizes: "small" particles

i (water and ice) of fixed size depending on altitude (concentration ar.d

water content specified), and "large" precipitation particles varying in

size along their fall trajectorie.=,so that at any altitude their distribu-

tion in sizes (size spectra) is given by the distribution in their tra-

jectories. Particle charges are presumably averaged over the horizontal

dimension at any altitude.

The growth rate of hydrometeor charge is proportional to the geometric

cross-section, to the relative velocity, to the small-particle concentration,

to the separation probability (e.g. 0.9 for ice/ice, and 0.015 for ice/water),

and to a factor depending on the small and large particle charges, on

the vertical component of the electric field and on the average rebound angle

(an input) for the inductive charging. (It would seem that the field

dependence of the inductive charging should involve the field component

parallel to the relative velocity vector rather than the vertical component;

using the latter implies vertical fall velocities only.)

The space charge at grid points is computed by summing the charges on

large and small particles (essentially of opposite signs), and Poisson's

equation is used to compute the field. A time-marching procedure updates

charge densities and electric fields as functions of time, although the

circulation and water content are stationary in space and time.

1980015440-011



The results of the Kuettner et al calculation re-emphasize the charging

results of precipitation models (inductive), namely, that breakdown-strength

electric fields are relatively easily achieved. Their principal new results

seem to be that the simultaneously-operating noninductive and inductive pro-

cesses are synergetic in that the noninductive charging produces the proper

charge-dipole polarity of the thunderstorm, rapidly and stably, but witn

weak electrification, while the inductive charging can generate the appropriate

high field strengths.

Kuettneret al do not take intoaccountel_ tric forceson the cloud

and precipitationparticles,althoughthe earliermodel of Scott and Levin

(1975)does, includinglevitationeffects. Past chargehistoriesof both

types of particles(i.e.,multiplecoITisioneffects)are taken intoaccount.

An additionaleffect,apparentlynot yet treatedin any modelwith

particlecollisions(butapparentlyconsideredby Takahashi(1979)aad not

included),is the influenceof particlechargesand the electricfield on

the collisionrates.

This modelwas developedat the i(ationalCenterfor AtmosphericResearch

(NCAR),Boulder,CO.

3B. Model_oflllingworthand Latham (1977)

Another"precipitation"model belongingin the same class as the

Kuettneret al (1978)model describedabove is that of lllingworthand

Latham (1977),(developedat the Universityof ManchesterInstituteof

Scienceand Technology,Manchester,England).This model improveson the

earlierIPPCprecipitationmodels. The improvementconsistsof defining

a chargingzone in the shapeof a rightcircularcylinderwithin the cloud,

with finitediameterW and finiteheightZm, whose bottom is above the sur-
faceof the earth,and which has within it a uniformverticalupdraftof

velocityU. This allowsa descriptionof the variousdependentvariables

(verticalelectricfield= E, total space charge- p, precipitationspace
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charge associated with raindrops or hailstones both simply called "pellets"

= Op, pellet charge = _, ano the ratio Q/Qlim' where Qlimis the llmiting
charge a pellet may acquire by inductive charging in a given fielG E) as

functions oc height z along the axis. Radial variations are not considered

(but are in the 2-D model of Kuettner et al). The charglng zone is divided

into a finite number ef thin disks, for comp,_tational purposes.

The pellets are assumed to form at a steady rdte witnin the zone and

to grow as they ascend in the updraft. The top of the charging zone is

defined to be the position where the pellets have achieved a balance diameter

Do with terminal fall velocity V = U. The pellets (assumed hail for the main

results of the paper) stert to fall from this position towards the ground as

a constant flux F, growing further by accretion of cloud water assumed to

have a uniform mass concentration c and to consist of sm__ loud particles

of diameter d and number density n. The pellet size is a function of

al ti rude.

As they fall the pellets collide with the particles (where the latter

are assumed to be ice crystals for the main results of the paper and are

carried upwards steadily with the velocity U cf the updraft). All collis,jns

of hail with ice crystals are assumed to result in separation, with, charge q

being _ransferred between pellet and particle. Both "inductive" and "non-

inductive" charging arc considered, where "inductive" is defined as requiring

the presence of an electric field. For noninductive charging, q is assumed

to be a constant, and the authors have in mind the thermoelectric mechanism

of Reynolds et al. (1957). The theory it, this case depends on F, n, and q,

but only through the product Fnq which can be specifies as a single para-

meter. For inductive charging, q is an assumed function consisting of two

terms, one pl-oportionalto E and the other propertional to Q, with analy-

tically-derivable cr:,fficientsdepending on d and D.

Tiletheory in this case depends on the naramete_ F and nd2, which

the authors r_-express in favor of the rainfall rat_ - P_and a quantity

which for ice-ice is proportional to the averaDe va_ue of nd2 over the

cloud volume. For the inductive case, a _tartia.nfield (fair-weather) i_

1980015440-013
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required. An additional iaput parameter required for both the inductive and

noninductive cases is Dm, the pellet diamete_ at the bottom of the charging

zone. The limiting charge Qlim is obtained from the condition that q = O.
The lllingworth-Latham model assumes tnat, prior to collision, the particles

are uncharged in an inductive encounter, and both particles and pellets are

uncharged in a noninductive encounter, lllingworth and Latham justify this

assumption on the basis that multiple collisions are unimportant. It should

be noted that Takahashi's complex model (1979) with 59 size classes _eems to

indicate that multiple collisions and the neutralizing of previously-charged

drops through the collisions may be important. However, Takahashi's model

is restricted to warm clouds. In their noninductive charging encounters

lllingworth and Latham use the Reynolds et al. (1957) value of 5 x 10-4 esu.

The authors investigate the time and vertical-spatial (no variation over

the horizontal dimension) variations of E,p , Op, Q, and Q/Qlim' for inductive
charging, for noninductive charging, and for combined charging with bo_h

mechanisms acting simultaneously, for various values of W, the cloud width.

The latter parameter enters into the evaluation of E from the total charges

(due to pellets and particles) within the disks. Its values range from 0.8 km

to 6.4 km (including infinity which represents the IPPC model).

The results show that narrow clouds (W = 0.8 km) exhibit more complex

electrical structures than wide clouds, although the rate of field growth

is reduced. In any case the field growth rate is significantly less than

that of the un_alistic IPPCmodel. The inductive and noninductive mechanisms

givedifferentelectricalstructures. The existingdata is in some cases

consistentwith the one mechanismand in other cases consistentwith the

other,suggestingthat bothmechanismsmay .=imultaneouslybe c ;ratingin

general. The noninductivemechanismresultsin an early rapid field growth

but with a relativelyweak ultimatefield,whereasthe fieldgrowthdue to

the inductivemechanismstartsslowlybut lateroutstripsthat of the non-

inductiveprocess.

It is of interestto note that in comparingthe inductive-alonecase,

noninductive-alonecase, and combinedcase, the electricfieldat early times

in the combinedcase is less than the electricfield in the noninductive-alone

case.
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The foregoing results and conclusions are in many ways similar to those

of Keuttner et ai.(1978). It should be noted that both models neglect (a)

consideration of contact time versus relaxation time, and (b) time-dependence

of the circulation pattern. They also neglect small-ion effects.

The main advantage of the lllingworth-Latham model appears to be in

its use of a simplified constapt updraft, over a finite region. In this

way it is simpler to use than the Kuetther et al model, which is 2-dimensional

and requires an assumed circulation in 2-D with both updrafts and downdrafts.

While the latter is in principal more realistic, the state of the art at

present is such that we don't know what the "true" circulation should be.

The Kuettncr et al model, on the other hand, appears to be more straight-

forward to use regarding input parameters. Moreover, the simulation of

pellet growth along trajectories in 2-D space seems more satisfying physically.

However, the computer time requirements may be impracticably large. Not much

information is given by Kuettner et al. on the numerical details of operation

of their computer model.

3C. Model of Tzur and Levin I1978_1979]

The Tzur and Levin (1978)model (developedat Tel Aviv University,

RamatAviv, Israel)is geometricallya combinationof both the Kuettner

et al. (1978)model and the illingworth-Latham(1977)model. The model is

a cylinderwith fixedr-boundaryand moveablez-boundaries.All boundaries

allow fluxesof ions,water vapor,etc. acrossthem. The 2-D axisymmetric

equationsare averagedover radiusat each altitude,which leadsto the model's

"1½-D"appellationby the authors. The growth,maturationand decay of the

cloud (themotionsof its upper and lower boundaries,and the l-D distribu-

tions between)are followedin time. As in the case of the generalmodels

to be discussed,the inputsto thismodel includeverticalprofilesof

temperatureand humidity. Horizontalentrainmentof d.j air throughthe

sides of the cloud is taken intoaccount, this air beingmixed over the

cloud cross-section.This model is based on thatused earlierby Asai and

Kasahara(1967)for studyingcumulusdynamics.

' • ,r
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The cloudparticlemicrophysicsis quite detailed. The model uses 36 !
size classesor categoriesof water drops in the warm-cloudversion(Tzur

and Levin,1978). The drops are followedin time and space as they grow

fromnucleationby condensationand stochasticcollection. The effects

of electricalforceson the fall of chargeddrops are included.

The electromicrophysicsincludeinductive-collisionalchargingand

small-ionattachment,the latterincludingion diffusionto the drops,

the Wilsonmechanism,and productionof large ions by evaporationof the

drops. !on generationby cosmicrays, and loss by recombination,are

included. It is not clear from their paper how the chargespectraare

defined,but presumablythe drop chargesare averagedwithineach size

category.

The principalresultsof Tzur and Levin (1978)concernelectrification

of shallowand deep warm clouds. The shallowand deep cloudsreach altitudes

of 3.5 km and 8.0 km, respectively.The shallowcloud is weaklyelectrified,

with the Wilsoneffectdominatingthe chargingand the collisional-inductive

chargingremainingweak. In the deep cloud the collisional-indu_tive

chargingis dominantand producesstrongfields,while the Wilsoneffect is

1_lativelyweak. With a cloudradiusof 1.5 km, maximum _eldvaluesof

the orderof 400 kV/m (i.e.breakdownstrength)are obtained. With larger

radii,largerfieldsare obtained.

A criticalparameteris the separationprobability.The fieldsobtained

by the collisional-inductivechargingare very sensitiveto this parameter,

which is very poorlyknown. The 400 kV/m maximumfield intensityis obtained

when the separationprobabilityis assumedto be about 0.06. When this is

reducedby a factorof 2, the maximumfield intensitydrops to the order of

only lO kV/m.

The authorshave developeda second,expandedversionof theirmodel

(Tzurand Levin,Iglg)which includesice microphysicsand associatedaddi-

tionalsize categories. Ice particlesgrow by condensationand riming,with

a stochasticformulationfor collisionsbetweenice-ice,water-water,and

water-ice. In additionto collisional-inductivechargingand the diffusional

A ,
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and Wilson small-ion attachment mechanisms, the authors have included the

Workman-Reynolds noninductive charging mechanism for ice-water collisions

and the thermoelectric noninductive mechanism for ice-ice collisions, as

in Keuttner et al. (1978). The effects of relaxation time (and presumably

also contact time) in collisional charging events are taken into account.

(See also Scott and Levin, 1975).

The results obtained are in general agreement with the glaciated

cloud results of Kuettner et al. (1978) and lllingworth and Latham (1977)

discussed above. That is, the noninductive charging develops the field

early and with the right polarity, while the inductive charging subsequently

builds it up to strong values.
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4. GENEPJ_LMODELS

In this sectionwe consider"general"electrificationmodels,defined

as includingcloud dynamicscalculationsas well as distributionsa,,u

electricalinteractionsamong small ions,cloud particlesand precipitation.

The dynamics,microphysicsand electricaleffectsare all coupled. To date

generalmodels have been developedin two stages: First,a cloud dynamics

model existsor is developed,and then electrificationis added. By a

"clouddynamicsmodel"we mean a (generallynumerical)representationin

time and space (2-D or 3-D in generalmodels)describinghow a cloud de-

velops,maturesand dies. This representationconsistsof a systemof

simultaneousequationsv_hosesolutionsdescribe,for example,air circula-

tion/convectionpatterns,and temperatureand water distributionsas func-

tions of space and time. The equationsrepresentconservationand trans-

port of mass, momentum,and mechanicalas well as heat energy. The models

simulatethe interactionsamong the environmentalairflow,the cloud air

circulation,and the cloud microphysics. The lattergenerallyincludes

activationof nuclei,growthof cloud droplets,ice crystals,raindrops

and hailstones. Such models have been developed,for example,in two

dimensie'sby H. Orvilleand his co-workers(Orville,1965, 1968; Orville

and Kopp, 1977),by Murrayand Koenig (Murray,1970; Koenigand Murray,

1976),and by Takahashi(1979),and in three dimensionsby Klemp and

Wilhelmson(1978),by Schlesinger(1978),and by Clark (1979). Essen-

tiallyall of these presentmodels are based on a common source,namely,

t;_epioneeringwork of Ogura (Ogura,1963; Ogura and Phillips,1962).

The solutionssometimesdependsensitivelyon the initialand boundary

con_.tions(e.g.the initialand ambientdistributionsof temperature,hu-

midityand air circulationvelocities). The cloudmodels can also in

_rincipledefinecloud particle/precipitationsize spectraand microphysical

interactionsas functionsof space and time. The water substancehas the

forms of water vapor and particles. In most of the generalmodels the

clou_ particlesare dividedinto two classes,"small"particlesthat move

'4iththe air velocity,and "large"(precipitation-sizelparticlesthat

have appreciableterminalvelocities. The precipitationsize spectrum
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is parameterized by assuming the sizes obey a Marshall-Palmer (expo-

nential) distribution characterized by two parameters, and that the par-

ticles fall with their mas_-weighted mean terminal velocity. An excep-

tion appears to be the Takahashi [1979) model which handles 59 size classes

with discrete interactions, and this at every grid point, thus requiring

large computer capacity.

None of the general electrification models discussed in this survey

handles the ice phase. All are concerned with warm clouds. It should be

noted that including ice with its microphysics described by many size

classes with discrete interactions, as in the advanced precipitation models,

or by extending Takahashi's approach to include ice, will severely tax

present-day computers (e.g. even the NCARCray machine). Hence a para-

meterization (e.g. similar to Marshall-Palmer) may be effective. This can

be based on computational data from simpler models with complex size-clas:

interactions.

Addition of electrification to the model implies added equations for

electric fields, space charge (or ion concentrations), and cloud droplet

and raindrop charge spectra, as functions of space and time, as well as

an electric force term in the cloud equation of motion [and possibly also

a joule heating term in the heat equation). The electrical addition re-

quires that the electromicrophysical processes be defined (Sec. 6).

Some examples of general models are discussed next.

4A. Models of Fringle et al I1973), Chiu (1978) and Helsdon (]979_.

One of the most sophisticated general models available is the 2-D

axisymmetric model of Chiu (1978) and its 2-D slab-symmetric extension by

Helsdon (1979), developed for warm clouds, and based on the nonelectrical

cloud dynamics models developed by Orville and his co-workers. In Chiu's

model two charging/charge-separationmechanisms are treated, namely

(a) collisional-inductive (or "polarization-induction")whereby large

drops and small droplets colliding in the electric field rebound with
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oppositeinducedchargesand separatevia their differentterminal

velocities{simultaneouschargingand separationwithoutsmall-ionin-

volvement),and (b) ion attachmentwherebysmall ions are attachedto

cloud dropletsby diffusionand conduction. In particular,the Wilson

mechanism(Chalmers,1967) causesa fallingdrop to acquirea net charge

whose sign dependson the sign of the verticalelectricfield;in a posi-

tive gradient(positivechargeoverhead),a fallingdrop has a net flow

of negativesmall ions into its surface.

The Pringleand Chiumodels were developedat the South DakotaSchool

of Mines and Technology,Rapid City, SD. The Helsdonmodel was developed

at the State Universityof New York at Albany,Albany,NY; Dr. Helsdonis

presentlywith the South DakotaSchool of Mines and Technology.

The Helsdonmodel is similarto Chiu'smodel, exceptthat the geometry

is slab-symmetricin 2-D x-z coordinates,and with added ionizationsources

due to chaff seeding. An advantageof the x-z geometry(as opposedto an

r-z axisymmetricgeometrysuch as Chiu's)is that it can includewind shear

which could be importantfor cloud electrification.The electromicrophysics

is discussedfurtherbelow.

The Pringlemodel is a predecessorto those of Chiu and Helsdon. All

three (Pringle,Chiu, and Helsdon)are based on earliernonelectriccloud

dynamicsmodels developedby Orvilleand his co-workers(Orville,1965;

Orville,1968; Orvilleand Kopp, 1977). These deal with the dynamical

growthand developmentof convectivecumulusclouds in 2-D slab geometry

which enablesthem to treat multiplecloudsas well. The equationsdes-

cribe the conservationand transportof air and water mass, momentum,and

heat. The equationsfor small-ion,charged-water,space-charge,ana

electric-fielddistributionsand time-evolutionare added,togetherwith

specifiedcharge-separationmechanisms.

In Pringle'smodel (precedingChiu and Helsdon)the rain is arbi-

trarilyassumedto acquirenegativechargeat a rate proportionalto the

squareof the raindropdiameter(Marshall-Palmerdistribution). The

cloud dropletsare, on the other hand, assumedto acquirepositivecharge,

but are assumedmonodisperse. This is based on the standardconceptsof

b
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polarization-inductioncollisionsand/or the Wilsonmechanismin the

fair-weatherelectricfield. The model thereforeignoresthe micro-

physicsof particlechargingand chargetransfers. A featureof the

Pringlemodel, however,is its inclusionof both small and large ions.

Chiu'simprovementson the P'inglemodel includethe microphysics

of the polarization-inductionand Wilsoncharge-separationmechanisms,

both associatedwith fallingprecipitationin the local electricfield.

The charge transfers,from small ions to drops and droplets,and from

dropletsto raindrops,are also included. The dropletchargesand sizes

haveuniquevalues at each point. Chiu snows that with polarization-

inductionthe cloud can be stronglyelectrified,to the point where the

chargedraindropsare appreciablylevitatedby the field. (See also

Ziv and Levin, 1974.) The high effectivenessof the polariz_tion_induc-

tionmechanismfor productingstrongcloud electrificationappearsto be

a commonresultof models which includeprecipitation(seeprevious

section}. Note, however,that the separationprobabilityis not well

known but criticallycontrolsthe electrification.The arbitrarily

chosenvalue of 0.04 assumedby Chiu for this probabilityeasilypro-

duces breakdown-strengthfields.

ITheice phase is not includedin Chiu'smodel, but is being included
in more advancedmodels under developmentby H. Orvilleand his co-workers.
This work is currentlyunderwayat the South DakotaSchoolof Mines and
Technology,Rapid City, SD.)

4B. Libersky'sMode].(1979)

The Liberskymodel (1979)(developedby L. Liberskyand A. Petschek

at New MexicoTech, Socorro,NM) is similarto Pringle'sin that the geo-

metry is 2-D x-z slab geometry. There is some rudimentarytransportof

small ions, but it is not clear how the liquidwater becomescharged. The

model does not includeprecipitation.

However,the nonelectricalcloud dynamicsappearsto be more sophis-

ticatedthan that of any other generalmodel to date. The model includes

a more realisticdescriptionof turbulence(afterDaly and Harlow,!970);

the turbulenceis anisotropicand is associatedmore with buoyantinsta-

billtiesthan with shear in the mean flow. (As opposedto this, the Chiu
|

E
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model uses isotropicthoughnonlineareddy diffusion,baked on Smagorinsky's

formulation.) Due to the anisotropythe verticalcomponentof the Reynolds

stressis much larger tnan the horizontalcomponent,particularlynear

the cloud top. Becauseof the stronganisotropy(andinhomogeneity)of

the turbulence,verticalmixing is favorednear the cloud top, and large

amountsof dry air are entrainedinto the upper cloud. The model was

originallydevelopedto computemountainlee waves.

4C. Takahashi'sModel I19791

Takahaski'swork {1979,and many previousTakahashireferencescited

therein)in both theoryand measurementemphasizesthe roles played by

small ions and convectionto a areaterextent than the other models dis-

cussedhere. Takahashi'smodel Idevelopedat the Universityof Hawaii,

Hilo) is 2-D axisymmetric,and is concernedwith shallowwarm clouds.

The nonelectricalcloud dynamicsappearsto be as sophisticatedas Chiu's

(1978),yet seems to have been developedlater than the electromicro-

physics,the latterhavingbeen testedearlierusing simpler[l-D, 1½-D)

cloudmodels. An advancemade by Takahashiover previousmodels is in

his utilizationof 59 size classesof cloud particlesto model discrete

interactionsamong the particles,at each grid point. This detailedformu-

lationcontrastswith Chiu'sformulationutilizingeffectivelytwo size

classes,the "small"cloud dropletsand the "large"raindrops(parameter-

ized as a Marshall-Palmerdistribution).However,as in Chiu, the charges

are averagedover each size class so that there is one mean value of drop

charge for each size class. The Takahashi59-class-sizeformulation,how-

ever, allows the descriptionof multiplecollisionsthat can accountfor

partialneutralizationof drops withineach group duringsubsequent

collisions.

The four electromicrophysicalchargi_qmechanismstreatedby

Takahashi(1979)are the following:

(a) ion attachmentto drops by diffusion,with net charging
by differentialdiffusion(Gunnmechanism).

...... W "
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(b) ion attachment to drops by the Wilson mechanism
_ _*ion + _onvection)

(c) co!lisional-inductive ("polanization charging").

(d) ion-drop interaction during drop condensation and
evaporation (IDIDDCE).

The first three mechanisms (a, b, c) are the same as those treated

by Chiu. They are found by Takahashi to be all dominated by the fourth

mechanism (d), for the shallow clouds of interest, within which the com-

puted fields do not exceed 300 V/m and of which the cloud tops do not get

higher than about 3 km.

While the first three mechanisms are well known {e.g., Chalmers,

1967; Chiu, 1978), the fourth appears recently to have been proposed by

Takahashi (1973). In his experimental study (1973) using a copper sphere

covered by a water layer, Takahashi infers from change-of-potential measure-

ments that negative ions are preferentially absorbed on the liquid surface

during condensation, and that positive ions are preferentially absorbed

auring evaporation. The coefficient measured for this type of charging

is given by Takahashi for the negative charging during condensation, but

is not clearly stated for the positive charging during evaporation. More-

over, the value used for the separation probability in the collisional-in-

ductive charging computation of his 1979 paper is not evident.

It should be mentioned that Griffiths and Vonnegut (1972) question

the validity of Takahashi's inferences regarding the transfer of charge

in his (1973) charging experiments on the IDIDDCE mechanism.

By invoking his IDIDDCE charging mechanism, Takahashi's model can !

reproduce his observations of strong negative potential gradients (due

to negative space charge that persists and dominates) near the ground,

coexisting with simultaneous positively-charged drizzle and raindrops.

(With the IDIDDCE "turned off" in the model, the positive rain, created

by the evaporation mechanism at the top of the cloud, does not occur.)

The negative space charge, in the form of excess small ions, is carried

down by the downdraft associated with the positive raindrops.
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The following comments may be made. Physically it is not clear

why significant numbers of excess small ions can persist without be-

coming quickly attached to droplets. M_reover, there are aspects of

this model that relate it to the convection charging group. Namely,

small-ion charging is dominant and the downdraft carrying space charge

occurs principally along the cloud boundary. It should also be mentioned

that Takahashi's concept seems reminiscent of Vonnegut's concept (1955),

to be discussed below, and the concept proposed by Wahlin I1973), namely,

that droplets would tend through an electrochemical mechanism preferen-

tially to capture the negative small ions in their vicinity while reject-

ing the positive ions, If this occurs the negative ions in an updraft

would become attached to water in the lower part of the cloud, leaving

the excess positive ions to be carried up to the upper part of the cloud

and to become attached there.
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5. ADDITIONALCONCEPTS

The Vonnegut and Telford-Wa_ner Cof0cepts of Charge_Separation by
Convection

In all of the models discussed so far the role of convection as a

distinct mechanism for separating charges has been either ignored, as in

the "precipitation" models, or essentially obscure, as in the existing

"convection" models or even the "general" models. It is known that there

is enormous energy associated with air motion in thunderclouds. According

to a concept advanced by Vonnegut (1955), the major cloud charges reside

on the small cloud particles, and air motions can easily separate suffi-

cient positive and negative accumulations of charge to generate breakdown

fields.

In the Vonnegut concept, positive charges are carried from near ground

level upward by updrafts within the cloud to the top of the cloud, where

they attractnegativesmall ions from the clear air outsidethe cloud.

The negativeionsattachto cloud particlesin a thin layer at zne cloud

surface,which are then carriedby downdraftsdown the outsideof the

cloudtowardthe basewhere they accumulateas a negativechargecenter.

This accumulationresultsin strongfieldsat ground level,drawingout

more positiveions by corona. These positiveionsare carriedupwardby

the updraftsto the accumulatingpositivechargecenterat the top of the

cloud,and so the processcontinuesto generateoppositechargecenters.

The Vonnegutconceptvisualizesthe air motionsas organizedup-and-down

circulations,and dependson ionic currentsto generatethe chargeson-j

the water,by attachment.

The conceptof Telfordand Wagner (1979)is a new one which depends

on turbulentmotionand entrainmentof dry air, togetherwith certain

postulates. It postulatesthat thereare smallparticlesand large par-

ticles,and that the chargesare somehowgenerated,with negativecharges

residingon the largeparticles,and positiveon the small. The air en-

trainment,which occursmostlyat the cloud top, causesevaporationand

cooling. The small particles evaporate quickly, releasing positive small

ions, which are somehowswept away to attach to particles in neighboring
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air parcels. Meanwhile, the cold air parcel containing the large negative

particles sinks, bringing the negative charges with it. The result is an

accumulation of positive charge at the top of the cloud, and negative

charge at a lower level (actually. it is argued that the lower level will

be near the -lO° C level). The negative charge is accumulated before

substantial hydrometers begin falling out of the region.

The concept depends on turbulent mixing and transport, and is quali-

tative at present. This concept is appealing because convective turbulence

and continual mixing seems to be a feature of thunderclouds, with an enor-

mous energy contcnt.

A difficulty with modeling either the Vonnegut or tne Telford-Wagner

concepts may be associated with the necessity for describing details of

circulation and charge distributions with high spatial resolution (e.g.

at the cloud edge for the Vonnegut concept, and adjacent small parcel_ of

air with different motions for the TeIford-Wagner concept). Present

numerical models such as Chiu's (1978) or Takahashi's (1979) cannot re-

solve details on the order of lO0 m or less (because of computer limita-

tions), and these or smaller scales may be important in convection elec-

trification.
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6. SUMMARYOF MECHANISMSA.NDMODELS

Mechanisms

in the thundercloud electrification models we have cor,sidered, the

following electromicrophysical charging mechanisms have been used:

!on attachment

Wi'Ison (falling hydrometeor polarized in electric field selectively
captures small ions of sign opposite to sign of charge at lower
end of hydrometeor; convection and conduction only, no diffusion)

Gunn (diffusion of small ions to hydrometeor, charge proportional
to difference in positive-ion and negative-ion obilities; no
convection)

Takahashi (ion-drop interaction during drop condensation and evapo-
ration; see Sec. 4C)

Collisional cha.roe transfer

Collisional-inductive (a pair of colliding hydrometeors, polarized in
an electric field while in contact, subsequently separate gravi-
tationally with charge having been transferred; larger hydrometeor
takes on negative charge; sensitive to probability of separation,
as well as relazation time for ice-ice)

Ice thermoelectric and Workman-Reynolds (noninductive transfer of
charge through temperature difference between surfaces of a pa_r
of colliding hydrmneteors)

Another possible collisional charge transfer phenomenon due to ice-ice

collisions is that due to vmrkfunction differences, suggested on the basis

of experiments by Buser and Aufdermaur (1977). This may be an important

alternative to the thermoelectric effect (Reynolds et al, IgsT}.

To the above mechanisms for producing charges in clouds that due to

lightning should be added.

Models

We have considered three groups of models, convection, precipitation

and general. Table l summarizes some of the key characteristics of the

models, the names of the developers, their dimensionality, the source of

their air circulations, and the electromicrophysica] mechanlsms treated.
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TABLEI. SOMEEXISTINGMODELS

Circulation/ Microphysics/
Type Developers Dimension Cloud Dynamics E_ectrophysics

General Chiu! R-Z, X-Z sophist. Gunn ions
Helsdon/ egs. of motion Wilson ions
Orville (water) coll. - induct.

General Pringle/ X-Z sophist, simple:
Orville egs. of motion + = cloud droplets

(water) - = raindrops

General Lioersky/ X-Z sophist, ion conservation
Petschek egs. of motion/

anisotropic
turbulence
(water)

General Takahashi R-Z sophist. Gunn ions
egs. of motion Wilson ions
(water) IDIDDCE

coll. - induct.
(+ discretespectra:

59 size classes)

Precip- Kuettner X-Z assumedcirc./ coll. - induct.
itatio et al vortex+ shear thermoelectric/

(ice & water) Workman-Reynolds
(+ discretespectra)

Precip- lllingworth "l-D", simpleupdraft coll. - induct.
itation & Latham R-Z (ice & water) thermoelectric/

Workman-Reynolds

Precip- Tzur & "I½-D", sophist,l-D coll. - induct.
ration Levin R-Z (water) thermoelectric/

Workman-Reynolds
(+ discretespectra)

Convection Chiu & Klett R-Z assumedcirc./ convection/
Gutmanmodel conductivity-
(water) gradient

(no microphysics,no precip)

Convection Ruhnke R-Z assumedcirc./ convection/
simplevortex conductivity-
(water) gradient

(no microphysics,no precip)
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Under "DIMENSION"(dimensionality),"R-Z"refersto 2-D axisymmetryand

"X-Z"refersto 2-D slab symmetry. "l-D" R-Z or "1½-D"R-Z refersto

cylindermodelswith fixed finiteradius. (In the 1½-Dmodel,non-zero

fluxesoccur at the sides,and the top and bottommove in responseto

the dynamics.) Under "CIRCULATION/CLOUDDYNAMICS","sophist."means

sophisticated;"egs.of motion"means that the air circulationis cal-

culatedfrom the equationsof motion;"assumedcirc."means that the

circulationis assumed;"water"means water only - no ice.

The followingsummarizesthe typesof inputsand outputsthat are

in principleassociatedwith generalmodels. (No model has all of these.)

INPUTS(Nonelectric)

Temperature(vs.altitude) l-D
Humidity (vs.altitude) l-D
Convection(airflow}patterns 2-D
Topography
Heat flux from the earth
Land vs. water

INPUTSIElectric)

Fair-weatherelectricfield (vs.altitude} l-D
Conductioncurrent{vs.altitude} l-D
Ion concentration(vs.altitude) l-D
Ionmobility(vs.altitude) l-D
Ion sources(vs.altitude) l-D
(e.g.,cosmicrays, groundcorona)

2-D OUTPUTSINonelectric}

Airflow(velocityvector)patterns
Mixingratio
Temperature
Humidity
Particlesizespectra

2-D OUTPUTS(Electric)

Chargedensity(total,small ion concentrations,chargeson
liquidwater,rain, ice)

Electricfield (vector)patterns

Currents(cohduction,convection,precipitation,lightning,corona)
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7. SOMEINSTRUMENTATIONRELATEDTO MODELING

Progress in understanding thundercloud electrification depends on

strong interactions between modeling and experimentation: on the experi-

ments to provide the data-bases, to check the predictions of the models,

and to suggest improvements in the models, and on the models to provide

insights, to demonstrate complex interrelationships, and to suggest

further experiments. (An example of the latter is the prediction of the

levitation effect which led to a doppler-radar experiment in TRIP-79.)

The following outline indicates types of instrumentation, available and

proposed, for obtaining in-cloud experimental data (as in the TRIP pro-

grams) related to the modeling described in this paper.

Air Circulation

Multiple doppler radar (ground-based)

Vertical velocity (airborne)
- variometer (NCARsailplane, Markson Bellanca, ONR-NMIMTSchweitzer)
- inertial platform (DRI B-26}

Cloud

Precipitation
- radar (ground-based/airborne)
- Cannon camera lairborne)

Droplet/particle sizes and concentrations (airborne)

- Knollenberg FSSP(forward scattering spectrometer probe)
- Cannon camera
- Takahashi radiosonde microphone method

ElectricFields-Airborne(difficultinsideclouds,particularlyin
heavy precipitation)

Fieldmills (Kasemir,Ruhnke,Christian)

Poloniumprobes (Markson,fair weatherup to I0 kV/m)
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Coronapoints(Markson.moderateto strongfields)

Winn'sdipole INMIMT,tetheredballoon)

, Few'scoronaradiosonde(Rice,free balloon)

RF, acousticfrom breakdownregions?

Chargeson Precipitation

Inductionring {UMIST,Schweitzeraircraft)

Insulatedbucket (precip.current,tetheredballoon;Takahashi
radiosonde,free balloon)

Chargeson Small Droplets

Insulatedbucket(Takahashiradiosonde,free balloon)

Under developmentfor airborneuse (UMIST,Barker)

Ion Concentrations?

Very difficultinsideclouds- very few ions

CurrentsOver Cloud Top?

Relatedto structuresuch as turrets{Markson)

Cloud.Edge?

Radiometermethod (Lhermitte)?
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8. FINAL COMMENTSANDSUGGESTIONS

Among the chargingmechanismsthus far studiedin thundercloudmodels,

the collisional-inductivemechanismappearsto be the most powerful. Once

started,the electricfieldgrowth is exponential. However,thismechanism

is very sensitiveto certainparameters,such as separationprobability

which cannotbe too low (e.g. it is relativelylow for water-water),and

relaxationtime (whilein contact)which cannot be too long (e.g st is

relativelylong for ice-ice). (Also,contacttime cannotbe too short.)

Electrificationlevelsalso dependsensitivelyon the initialhumidity-

versus-altitudesounding. Ion attachmentmechanismssuch as Wilson's

appearto be relativelyweak, probablybecausethe free ion populations

tendto be depleted.

With respectto generalmodels it may be noted that they have an

advantagein principleover the simplermodels,namely,in providingmore

complete,consistentand detaileddescriptionsof thundercloudelectri-

fication. The pric_ paid for thisadvantage,however,is that they re-

quiremore detailedinputsthat may be difficultto specifyrealistically.

StrongerInteractionBetweenModelin_and Experiment

One possibleaid in the interactionbetweensophisticatednumerical

modelingand experimentmight be the availabilityof computersoftware

for small (mini}computerswith "plug-in"modulesto predictelectrifi-

cation. The moduleswould representvariousmicrophysicalmechanisms.

The inputwould includesimplifiedbut realisticairflowcirculation

patterns. Anotherpossibilityis that of "retrospectivemodeling"with

electrificationmechanisms. Again,on a small computerone could input

well-documentedcirculationand cloud water distributionsversustime

: obtainedfor real storms(e.g.Lhermitte'sdata),and predictfields,

etc. These can be comparedwithmeasurementsmade on the same storm.
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Modelin9Gaps and PossibleImprovements

One gap in modelingis evidentfrom the fact that the microphysics

can be more sophisticatedin l-D modelsthan in generalmodels because

of computerlimitations.Hencethe resultsof l-D calculationsIcomplex

size and chargespectra)might be parameterizedfor use in 2-D and 3-D

models. Anothergap is associatedwith screening-layercalculations.

Due to the use of uniform-meshgrids the spatialresolutionscale is no

smallerthan lO0 metersor so, so that thin screeninglayersare pre-

dictedto be insignificantor nonexistentby generalmodels. Thismay be

contraryto reality,althoughthe existenceof screeninglayersis still

controversial.The modelingremedy,aaybe to use more sophisticationin

mesh techniques,e.g., non-uniformgrids with high grid-pointdensity

concentrateddenselyin the vicinityof the cloud boundaryand sparsely

elsewhere. This couldbe accomplishedwith a "dynamicgrid" that moves

with the cloud boundary,such as the grid methodemployedby Parkerand

Zalosh(1973)in a calculationfallowingcurvedshockwaves.

An additionalgap concernselectricaleffectsof chargesand fields

on microphysicalinteractions.One effect is that the electricforces

will alter collisionsbetweeninteractinghydrometeors. In presentmodels

the collisionefficiencyis assumedto be the geometricvalue unityas-

sociatedwith straight-linetrajectories.Takahashi(1979)recognizes

this possibilitybut ignoresthe effecton the assumptionthat it is

negligible(whichmay be justifiablein his weak fields). A difficulty

also occursin the treatmentof the electromicrophysicsof ion attachment

by simultaneousdiffusion,convectionand conduction. Chiu (19781,for

example,assumessimplesuperpositionof diffusionand convection-conduction.

This is incorrectsince thesemechanismsare couplednonlinearly.More

rigorouselectromicrophysicalinteractioncalculationssuch as those of

Parker (1977)for attachmentof Brownianparticles(e.g.also ions) to

chargedraindropscan be usedto check the approximation.
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